
 
 

 
 

TOURS ESCAPE FROM DA LAT  
 
 

1. OVERVIEW:  

 
With the need to find an area with a similar temperate climate to Europe to build 

the resort, nursing station, Yersin together Doumer made a trip to Lang Bian 
Plateau and this trip was crucial to establish Da Lat here. Many schools and 
research centers established since then: Da Lat University, the National Military 

School Da Lat, Da Lat Library, University of Political War, Command and Staff 
School ... The tourism project is to continue building and repairing; many temples, 

churches, monasteries construction and series of villas were built by Saigon 
officials. Da Lat becomes 1 in 4 cities under the central government and an 

important tourist city of Vietnam.  
 
It is like a Little Paris, Da Lat once dreamy and poetic plateau through the cold 

night and morning fog patches of pine forest surrounding the city. Da Lat Flower 
Park is situated around Xuan Huong Lake in about 7,000 flowers m2. The types of 

flowers and plants of Da Lat is famous and being provided for the whole country 
and exported to Southeast Asia   
Many festivals are held yearly that make Da Lat is a compelling point with writers, 

photographers, lovers…   
 

FALLS TOUR WITH LUNCH  
Tour code:   DL   

Tour type:   Natural & Cultural  
City:    Da Lat   

Time:   Full day (08.30 - 17.00h) 
 
Overview:  

Talk about Lam Dong tourism, we think immediately about dreamy Da Lat City with 
unique charms including many beautiful scenery, flowers, tea and vegetable 

plantation, waterfalls pouring across the province. Every waterfall has its own 
pristine legend. Yes, please try not to miss the beautiful waterfalls and most 
famous places.  

 
Itinerary:  

Natural landscapes tour, a round trip to the most beautiful falls in the Central 
Highlands: Pongour Falls (option 1): it is regarded as one of the most beautiful falls 
in the West Highland. Located about 50 km south of Dalat, the falls surrounded by 



25 ha unspoiled forest, the waterfall slips into the numerous sandstone stepping. 
Its massive water powerfully falling down seven floors produces sonorous sounds & 

magnificent –it is the place worth to see. 

Damb'ri Falls (Option 2): 18 kilometers away from the Bao Loc city (Lam Dong) 

Dambri with its characteristic pristine beauty always attract all visitors. We can hear 
clearly the fierce sound of pouring water from a vertical height of 70 meters, 
Dambri waterfall looks like the soft beautiful hair of the screen. At the foot of 

waterfall is a small bridge, staying there tourists will wallow in the non-stop 
miraculous drizzle made by millions of drops from the imposing waterfall. It is 

surely a wonderful time to enjoy the natural & pure atmosphere in your experience 

After that, you will enjoy the farming sights of tea and coffee plantations on the 
way. Continue visit the K'long village of the Cil with their handcrafts, Tuyen lam 

Lake and DL08 Trekking Tour. Go to the K'long village of the Cil with their 
handcrafts, Tuyen lam Lake and Truc Lam Zen Monastery. 

 

Rate is net in USD per person 

 

Group 1 2 3-4 5-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 

Price 199 140 109 98 91 80 72 

 

Included: Private transportation with English or French speaking guide/Entrance 

fee & mineral water/ Lunch included 
 

Note: the best time to visit waterfall in Da Lat is from spring to early summer 

(early June) 
 


